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Color Your Way To Calm is a Brand New Adult Coloring Book Series that bundles everything you
need to unleash your inner artist. Every Adult Coloring Book in this series Includes Colored
PencilsÂ and a Pencil Sharpener so you will have everything you need to start coloring. Each Color
Your Way To Calm adult Coloring book includes:48 SINGLE SIDED DETAILED IMAGES: Designs
of Animals and wildlife printed on high quality paper - perfect for coloring pencils, markers or
crayons12 COLOR PENCILS: So you can start coloring right away (certified non-toxic)PENCIL
SHARPENER: Make sure your pencils are kept sharp so you can color in those detailed images
and stay within the lineSTORAGE CASE: Built in storage case inside the front flap to store your
pencils and sharpenerA PROTECTIVE INLAY CARD: Acts as a tablet for a smooth coloring surface
while protecting the sheets beneath from any marks or indentsTOP-BOUND BINDING: Makes our
coloring books perfect for right handed and left handed artistsDETACHABLE PAGES: Perfect for
easy framing and sharingPERFECT SIZE: Each Coloring Book is 8" x 8" x 1" The Color Your Way
To Calm Adult Colouring Book series is the perfect adult coloring book set. With the included color
pencils and pencil sharpener you have everything you need to start relaxing and creating your
masterpiece. Sometimes referred to as grown up coloring books, or coloring books for grownups
the Color Your Way To Calm series of adult coloring books are the perfect books to use when you
travel. Each book is 8 x 8 so it will fit perfectly in your bag. Help us make the Color Your Way To
Calm series one of the adult coloring book best sellers.
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I've been getting into coloring as an adult and I'm so happy to have bought the 'Animal Kingdom'
coloring book! It's filled with 48 wonderful artistic animal and wildlife pages to color. The pages can
be easily torn off to frame and you can also give them to others so they can find some enjoyment. It
comes with 12 colored pencils as well as a sharpener for them. I like how they're at the top of the
coloring book and it fits perfectly up there for easy reach, access and closure. There is a heavy card
inside where you lay the page that you're coloring underneath of it so your coloring media such as
gel pens won't go through to the next page. I really love this book and it's perfect for traveling on the
go, or if you're at the doctor's office and are in the waiting room, etc. I recommend this to anyone
that's into coloring and would love an animal kingdom book to make beautiful!Disclaimer: I received
this product at a discounted price in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion.

Length: 1:47 Mins

First off let me say that I am a big/huge fan of all animals and that I love how each animal has its
own very detailed personality. I will say that the quality of the book is excellent and each page has
excellent detailed drawings and they are very beautiful. You could spend many hours in the adult
coloring book on just one page and it also came with 12 pencil colors and a pencil sharpener. This
book also has approx. 48 detachable pages that will keep you relaxed. I will also say that my 8 and
6 year old love to color these books and that it is great for the hand I coordination and that when this
book came in they were very excited. The size of the adult animal kingdom coloring book is 8 x 8 x
1. Thank you it is a beautiful book....DISCLAIMER: I did receive this product free for my
honest/unbiased opinions and my honest/unbiased reviews....Thank you

Since I was a kid, I really love to draw and coloring the books, my mom bought me a bunch of stuff
for learning purposes, as time goes by I switched to do crazy things as part of growing up. At times
that Iâ€™m so down or boredom strike the only thing that I wanted to do is to get a coloring pens
and draw something. When I saw this one on and offer me to test their product I definitely said yes
because this is what I want to do to relieve stress and and I just let the time passed by doing
something.This book is totally awesome, I love it. There are 48 pages of different kinds of beautiful
animals, 12 quality colored pencils and a sharpener. The colored pencils color are nice and a high
quality with no smudging. The pages don't feel thin and thereâ€™s perforation where you can tear
them out for framing and acts as a tablet for a smooth coloring surface while protecting the sheets

beneath from any marks or indents. When I use the colored pencils, the colors don't come through
or bleed through the pages to the opposite side even when I press hard, which is nice. The
sharpener sharpens the pencil evenly without breaking the point. It is classy to bring it anywhere,
perfect for a long trip/traveling, we plan to visit my family end of this month but it takes 20 hours by
plane, so this a perfect time to enjoy using this coloring books while flying. The most I like and the
idea of attaching the coloring pens on a book, all I need is already in this book, the pencil, sharpener
and a detachable sheets, itâ€™s awesome. This coloring book is ideal for all ages except for little
ones. I received this Coloring books for adults at no costs for testing purposes and for an honest
review. The opinions in this review are 100% my own based on my experience with the product, and
I made no commitment to leave a positive review.

I love to color it's a very calming and soothing activity to do. I got this product because I love to color
and absolutely love animals so this was a perfect product for me.I love how there is individual pull
out pages of each animal for you to color your picture and carefully tear it out of the book if you want
to hang it up. I love how it comes with twelve colored pencils and a sharpener which are connected
to the top cover for easy access while coloring. Perfect idea. There also is a piece of cardboard to
use like a temporary table so you can tear out the page and use the pencils with ease.This product
was well thought out and made with excellent quality. I love all the different coloring pages you have
to choose from. Best calming and relaxing adult coloring book I have ever come across. I
recommend this product to everyone.I received this product for free in exchange for my honest
review.

Length: 3:32 Mins

You received 12 colored pencils. Yellow, orange, pink, red, light green, dark green, purple, brown,
black, gray, light blue and dark blue. The colored pencils come in a plastic case connected to the
set, and there is also a nice pencil sharpener that fits in the same area. The pages easily rip off
when you are done coloring and are an 8 inch square. The animals range from lions, hummingbirds,
butterflies, eagles, swans, apes, giraffes etc. I wonâ€™t list them all that would be boring and take
me typing 48 different animals.PROSPAGES ARE DETACHABLEBONUS COLORED
PENCILSBONUS PENCIL SHARPENER48 DIFFERENT ILLUSTRATIONAPPROPRIATE FOR
YOUNGER AGED CHILDRENFLIPBOARD TO USE IN BETWEEN EACH SHEETILLUSTRATION
ARE BIG AND BOLD AND EASILY COLOREDThe size of the adult animal kingdom coloring book

is 8 x 8 x 1. Thank you it is a beautiful book....I heard so many nice things about Adult coloring
books, my fiance thought i was nuts, in getting interested in something like that. But i love it, i color
before bed after i have been on the computer most of the day to relax my mind.
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